
 

Proud to introduce HAKEN.....progressive metal virtuoso band 
from London.....whose track Black Seed was recently included on 
the covermount CD with Issue 2 of Classic Rock Presents Prog.  

   
Members include Tom and Hen from the awesome To-Mera and Charlie of Linear Sphere legend and the 
almost mythical Anchorhead.....so much guitar talent on stage.....also Ray, one of the most creative 
drummers on the progressive scene today, Diego a keyboard Maestro and producer from Mexico, currently 
based in London, topped off with their powerful and charismatic vocalist, Ross.  
   
Formed in the Summer of 2007, HAKEN are an awesome live band featuring two guitarists and two keyboard 
players..... to give rich textures and multi layers of sound.  
   
Within weeks of their first gig, the word began to spread and HAKEN won the coveted support slot for 
Riverside, on their first UK visit, at an epic sell out show at the Camden Underworld in November 2007....and 
have gone on to play the Peel and The House of Progression, major metal and progressive metal venues in 
London, double heading with Anchorhead, Into the Woods and Season's End .....also playing the Purple Turtle 
with Son of Science and Sorcerer's Spell, plus many other headline gigs around London, playing to 
enthusiastic audiences.   
   
In January 2009 they secured the prized support slots for KINGS X, on the UK leg of their European tour,  at 
the Wulfrun Hall and another sell out show at the legendary Electric Ballroom in Camden....they were on fire 
both nights and both sets were enthusiastically received. 
   
The Band has just been signed and is currently perfecting the new music for their highly anticipated debut 
album, which is booked to record in the Summer, ready for a full label New Year release, both sides of the 
Atlantic......January 2010.  
 
'Members of HAKEN are very experienced musicians and, between them, have shared the stage, in their 
other bands, with Emperor, Dream Theater, Pain of Salvation, Cynic and Adagio, amongst many others, along 
with regularly performing their own headline shows. 
   
HAKEN's dream ambition is to be invited by Mike Portnoy to play on one of the Progressive Nation Tours in 
the USA and UK.  
 
HAKEN  have a major headline show coming up on 11th July at The House of Progression, when they will play 
all the brand new music from their upcoming debut album.......completely live and in its entirety.....this outfit 
aims high. 
   

Enter the Fifth Dimension and join Haken on an epic Journey into the Realm of Sound. 


